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remodelling the 185 000 m 3 presedimentation basin lor
slow sand liltration of the Nabeyaueno Water Treatment
Plant.
4.2 Construction of 'block distribution system'
The water supply district of the city covers 351 km2 and is
divided into 16 water distribution blocks. Two of these
bloeRs are very large, more than half of the total area, and
we would have to lower the water pressure of both at the
same time in case of a drought. Thus. we plan to subdivide
these two into another eight blocks lor easier control by
installing valves at the block boundaries and by distribution
pipe reinforcement Also. we wil! instaU water quantity readings and pressure gauges at the flow in/out distribution
pipe, equipment lor water analysis and pressure gauges at
the end of distribution pipes in the blocks in order to control
water distribution both effectively and speedily. These data
are sent to the Higashiyama Water Distribution Control
Centre by telemeter, and the water distribution in each block
is under remote controL
4.3/ncreasing reservoir capacity
Reservoir facilities adjust the fluctuation in the amount of water
supplied. As of September 1995, our total reservoir capacity is
594 840m3 , while the planned daily maximum water consumption is 1423000m3 . Therefore, as it is onlyequal to 10h compared with 12 h prescribed by design standard. we will
construct four more reservoirs and one more water service
tower loran additional 55 500m3 capacity by 1998.

5 Public financlal burden of earthqueke end drought
countermeasures
Tabla 2 shows the projeeled cast of the Earthquake and
Drought Countermeasures Plan lor the 3-year period of
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1996-98. The expense of reducing earthquake damage.
inclu ding the laying of earthquake-proof pipes ( 17 451 M
yen), is 21510M yen, while the outlay to reduce drought
damage. including the expense of constructing water starage lacilities (1250M yen), comes to 2676M yen. The total
budget lor the plan is 24186 M yen. approximately 30.8% of
the city's projeeled 78558M yen investment expense budget.
In February 1996, the city raised water charges based on
the increased fnvestment expenses. We proposed at the
municipal assembly a rise of 21.3%, 15.4% of which is earmarked to cover the increased casts associated with the
Earthqual<e and Drought · Countermeasures Plan and the
acquisition of new water sources.

Tabla 2. Expenses to redvee possible damage trom earthquake
and drought (1996-98)
(Unit: M yen)
Earthquake·proof pipe
Polyethylene pipe
Emergency water supply fecility
Emergency water supply centra
Emergency stop valves, etc.
Other

17451
2181
130
110
123
1515

Expenses to reduce earthquake damage

21510

Water slorage facHity
Block distribution system
lncreased capscity of service reservoirs
Other
Expanses to reduce drought damage
Total

1250
667
540
219
2676

24186

Practical experiences with crisis management in a large Dutch water utility
J. Volz & G. Oskam
Water Storage Corporadon Brabantse Biesbosch PO Box 61, 4250 DB Werkendam, The Netherlands

Abstract. This paper describes the crisis management system of a large water utility in The Netherlands,
which in particular features adequate early warning systems and organisatienat structures. The performance of this system has been entirely satisfactory so lar, as is illustrated by three historie cases of pollu-.
tion-related emergencies.

1 Introduetion
The Water Slorage Corporatien Brabantse Biesbosch (WBB)
supplies about 170 M m3 /year of reservoir water to three
drinking water companies in the South Western part of The
Netherlands (1, 2). A disruption of this supply would affect
every eighth househeld in The Netherlands, i.e. almast 2 M
people, as welf as a number ol important industries. The crisis management strategy of WBB is designed to cope with
three differentcategoriesof emergencies:
• Emergencies that pose a threat to water qua/ity, defined
as any sudden and potentially harmful water quality
deterioration in the River Meuse (the raw water souree

of WBB) or in the three pumped-storage reservoirs of
WBB ;
• Emergencies that threaten to disrupt the production and
transportation of reservoir water. defined as structural
damage to vita! componentsof the infrastructure (reservoir dikes, pumping stations, pipelines); and
• Emergencies that threaten the life or health of employees
or cause extensive darnaga (e.g. explosions or fires in
office buildings or laboratories), but have no direct
impact on water quality. production or transportation.
In the past 10 years, WBB was frequently faced with emergencies of the first category, whereas only one emergency of
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the secend and none of the third category occurred. Dvring
this period WBB has developed an elaborate set of crisis
management tools and procedures, designed to minimise
the risks associated with all conceivable types of emergencies. This paper describes the most important crisis management principles of WBB and illustrates these with three
historie cases of pollution-related emergencies:
• Accidental poltution of River Meuse with taxie chemieals
from a point souree in 1992 (emergency category 1};
• Seasonal pollulion of River Meuse with the herbicide
diuron from diffuse sourees in 1993 (emergency category
11: and
• Large gasoline spil! adjacent to vita! water transport
pipcline in 1993 (emergency category 2).
2 Preconditions of crisis management
A seemingly triviel but extremely important precondition of
successful crisis management is to know as early as
possible that sernething has gene wrong somewhere. This
implies that some kind of 'early warning system' is needed
in order to trigger the switch trom routine operations to crisis procedures. In the case of WBB. the following instanations or institutional arrangements may be eensidared to act
as an early warning system.

River water qual1ly
The Dutch Ministry of Transport and Public Works hes set
up a number of automated water quality monitoring stations
on all major intand waters, in particular the rivers Rhine and
Meuse. Two of these have special significanee to WBB: the
station at Eijsden (where the River Meuse crosses the
Belgian-Dutch border) and the station at Keizersveer (close
to the confluence of the River Meuse with the River Rhine).
The distance between Eijsden and the inlet of the WBB
reservoirs at Kerksloot is about 250 km, the distance
between 14eizersveer and Kerksloot is about 10 km. Depending on the water flow in the River Meuse. the travel time of
the water to Kerksloot usually varies between 5 and 35 days
(Eijsden) and 5 and 35 h (Keizersveer}. A computer program,
which was developed in close collaboration between WBB.
the Ministry of Transport and Public Works end ether institutions, yields reasonably accurate predictions of the travel
time, the duretien and the impact (maximum concentra tien)
of pollution waves approaching the inlet of WBB. Based on
a forma! agreement, the Ministry informs WBB and other

water companies which abstract river water. either immediately (alarm messagel or within a reasanabie time margin
(notification), about any significant deterioration of the
water quality of the Meuse at Eijsden or Keizersveer. WBB
subsequently decides whether or not to interrupt the
abstraction of river water. This decision is guided by the predielions of the computer model. the results of ad hoc WBB
sampling campaigns and by the {mandatory or voluntary)
inlet water quality criteria of WBB. Table 1 presents a selection of critica! water quality parameter values that are
involved.
Alarms and notifications are transmilled by fax. The
receiving fax machine at WBB has a secrel phone number
and is coupled with the Process Control System (PCS). lf a
message is received, the PCS automatically generatas an
internat alert signa! lor the process operator on duty who
wil! initiale further action in aceordenee with WBB's crisis
management manual.
As a safeguard against pollulion accidents that may have
gone unnoticed, WBB has installed a bicmonitoring system
(rheotaxis assay wlth the cyprinid fish Leuciscus idusl at its
river water intake, which is also coupled to the PCS.

ReseNoir water quality
Prior to being pumped to the drinking water treatment
stations the quality of the reservoir water is checked with
another bicmonitoring system (rheotaxis assay with rainbow trout Oncorhynchus mykiss). Online chemica! monitoring includes acidity. turbidity and oxygen levels. Any
significant deviation trom the normal situation generatas a
PCS alert signal.

ReseNoir water production and transportation
The PCS provides real time oparationel data (e.g. reservoir
water levels, status of pumps and valves. flow rata in
transport pipelines) to the process operator 'on duty.
Outside office hours and during the weekend the entire
production process is switched to remote controL lf
necessary, the process operator on duty can intervene
from his home (or, indeed, any place in the world with a
telephone connection) by means of a laptop PC and a
modem. Significant deviations of process parameters
from preset values generales a PCS alert signa!. The leek
control module, for example, is capable to detect water
lossas in the transport pipelines of less than 1% at an
average totai flow of about 20000 m 3 /h.

Table 1. Waterquality criieria

Parameter

Unit

Oxygen
Turbidity
Acidity
Conductivity
Ammonium
Arsenic
Cadmium
Lead
Zinc
OMP. non-pola~
OMP. volatile3
Pesticides4

mgA
FTU
pH.units
mS/m
mgA

f.19n
119~

JJgn

pgn

pgA
pgn
pgn

Alarm
(immedlately)

Notification
(office hours)

<2

<5
>50

<6 or >9
>200
>4
>20
>3
>50
>500
>3
>20
>0.5

>75
>1
>10
>1 .5
>30
>200
>1
>10
>0.2

lnlet ciosure
(mandatorv'l

>3
>50
>5
>50
>3000

lnlet ciosure
(voluntar?l

<5
>75
<6or >9
>100
>1
>10
>1.5
>30
>200
>5
>10
>1.0

'River water abstraction prohibited by Outch Orink.ing Water Ordinance: 2 internal WBB water quality
criterion lor river water; 3organic micropollutants, per individual compound; •per indivldual compound.
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Otller emergencies
WBB has installed a sophisticated lire alarm systcm that
ensures the· arrival ol the local lire brigade wilhin 10 min.
despite the remote location of the WBB premises.
Furthermore, every conceivable measure has been taleen to
prevent a breakdown ol the PCS.

3 Crisis management manual
During tne first stage of an emergency the time factor is
critic<JI. and thc <Jimost instant deptoyment of experienced
and cool-headed crisis managers with clearly defincd
responsibilities is an absolute necessity. This requires a
round-the-clock duty scheme as well as last and reliable
communication lines. The duty schema of WBB includes
the management team and the process operators as the
ma in actors in crisis management. and Iabaratory and technica! staf! to provide assistsnee if needed. A tour of duty
lasts 1 week and the staff on duty is equipped with portable
telephones or semaphones ('buzzers'). In order to perform
their task the crisis managers need both treedom of action
and procedural guidance. Contingency planning lor pollution-related emergencies ought to include a weli-baleneed
mixture of these two elements, because total treedom without any guidance or all-inclusive rule boolcs without any !reedom of action are likely to end in failure. WBB has laid down
all relevant rules and guidelines in a crisis management
manual. The manual is provided to every employee who is
directly or indirectly involved in crisis management (about
30% of the total werkforce of 90 people).
The crisis management manual is a 15-page document
(including appendices) which is regularly updated. lt basi·
cally specifies who is authorised (and expected!) to do what
in case of an emergency, and who is to be informed or consulled in such a case. In this way it is ensured that there is
no room for ambiguity about the chain of command or the
tasks and responsibilities of each employee on duty. The
mixture between proceduraf guldance and treedom of
action mentioned befere can be illustrated with the follow·
ing example. 11 the process operator receives a fax message
about an accidental pollulion of the River Meuse, the ordinary crisis management procedure requires him to immedi·
ately contact the water quality manager on duty, who will
then decide whether to stop river water abstraction or not.
However. the manual also includes the provision that the
process operator is at all times authorised toshut down the
water intake without prior consultation. if it is his judgment
that this action must be taken without delay. On the other
hand. the manual grants notreedom of action at all with
respect to supplying information to the press and other
mass media. and specifies that the memhers of the man·
agement team are the on/y authoriscd spokasmen of WBB.

4 Priorities In crisis management
Successful crisis management requires a clear perception
of priorities. Measures to prevent or minimise damage to
vital installations must have the highest priority under all
circumstances. These measures are either taken by a WBB
crisis team (3·-10 people) or a 'plenipotentiary' (the management team memher on duty), depending on whether an
emergency occurs during or outside office hours. According
to the crisis management manual this team or person is
authorised to issue binding instructions to all departments
and employees of WBB, to reeall off-duty staff, to deploy all
available technica! resources. to request assistance from
third parties (e.g. government agencies). and to release
information to health authorities, mass media and citizens.

The latter is consid ered to be of minor importance during
the first and most critica! stage of an emergency, although it
gains more priority in the following stages.

5 Practical experlences
The practical experiences of WBB with crisis management
will be illustrated by three representative cases trom the
recent past.
Case 1
On 17 January 1992 at 5.45 p.m. the Ministry of Transport
and Public Works informed WBB by fax that a water sample
taken on the previous day at the monitoring station Eijsden
contained several organic contaminants in elevated concentrations {pyridine 7 .6pg/l, dimethylpyridines Spg/1, aniline
3. lpg/I). The process operator on duty duly informed the
water quality manager on duty, who convened a crisis team
on the next werking day. The crisis team decided thal the
following priority actions had to be taken:
• to seek advice on the toxicological properties of the con·
taminants;
• to colteet all data needed to predict tho arrival of the pol·
tution wave at Kerlcsloot;
• to conduct a sampling campaign on the River Meuse
between Eijsden and Kerksloot and
• to contract a specialised laboratory lor the chemical
anclysis of the water samples.
From the collected information it was concluded that the
contaminants were hazardous (suspected genotoxicity).
and that the predieled arrival date (23 January) end maximum concentration (>5JIQt1 lor the sum of these contaminants) at Kerksloot were corroborated by the results of the
sampling campaign. Consequently it was decided to stop
river water abstraction in the alternoen of 22 January. While
already preparing to resume abstraction. water samples
taken by WBB at Eijsden and Belfeld (100 lcm downstreem
of Eijsden) on 3 february revealed the approach of a second
poltution wave (sum concentratien of (di)methylpyridines
> 15 JJgll). The abstraction of river water was finally resumed
on 14 February, alter the second polJution wave had passed
the Kerksloot inlet. Ou ring the 23 days of the emergency the
supply of reservoir water to the drinking water treatment
stations continued without interruptlon, thanks to the emergency store of 32 M m 3 in the WBB reservoirs (equivalent to
the water production of 9-10 weeks).
An evaluation of this emergency showed the need to
imprave the accuracy of the computer model, which had
underestimated the duration of the river water contamination at Kerksloot (Fig. 1), but even alter its impravement the
model can be no more than an auxiliary tooi in the deelsion
making process. The acquisition of 'hard data' by means of
a sampling campaign remeins absolutely necessary. A sec·
ond conclusion was that crisis management may eest a
great deal of money (in this case anestimated NLG 100000
or c. $40000). In order to deter ethers. WBB has sued the
unknown industrial discharger for damages, but alter years
of investigation the Belgian presecutors failed to produce
sufficient evidence lor a conviction.
Case2
In the fÏrst 3 weeksof May 1993 WBB observed steadtly rising concentrations of diuron, a herbicide, at its reservoir inlet
and routinely increased the sampling frequency. On Friday,
28 May it seemed likely that the diuron concentratien would
exceed the inlet quality criterion of lpg/I during the Bank
Holidayweekend (29-31 May). (The inlet criterion of 1pg/l lor
pestleides guarantees that their concentration at the outlet
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Fig. 1, Celculatcd and measured contaminant concentrations in
the River Meuse (January-.february 19921

of the re~ervoirs wil! never exceed 0.41Jg/l, even il the
mmoval efficiency of the reservoirs is assumed to be zero.
Since the pesticide remaval efficiency of the treatment
plonts using reservoir water is estimated to be > 75%, it is
also guaranteed that the EC and Outch drinking water MCL
of 0.1 !JQ/1 lor pestleides will not be exceeded either.l WBB's
chief water quality manager decided toshut thewater intake
at 4 p.m. and routinely informed the drinking water companies supplied by WBB. the health authorities and the
Ministry of Transport and Public Works. A crisis team was
convened shorlly alter the bank holiday. Since the diuron
concentratien had indeed risen above 1pg/1, the team
declded to organise a larga-scale sampling campaign (seven
locations on the River Meuse plusits major tributaries in The
Netherlands I. This campaign revealed that diuron concentrations in the River Meuse exceeded I1JQI1 in practically all
samples and even several 119/1 in soma tributaries, so thcre
could be no doubt aboutthe diffuse origin and long lasting
character of thls contamination. On 15 June WBB issued a
press release which sparked vast coverage in the regionel
and national ma ss media until the end of the emergency. In
the second half of June WBB initiated meetings with the
national and regionel water authorities. These agreed to
carry out supplementary sampling campaigns and to
exchange data with WBB. On 28 June WBB started to work
on scenarios lor the worst case, the depletion of its 32 M m 3
emergency stock at the end of July. Fortunately, none of
these had to be applied. because the diuron concentrations
in the river finally droppad below liJgil and river water
abstraction could be resumed alter 45 days on 12 July.
An evaluation of this unprecedented emergency showed
that seasonal pesticide contamination trom diffuse sourees
(in this case mainly from widespread municipal herbicide
application) was a much more serious threat than accidental
pollulion trom a single source. The crisis management had
been excellent. but il also became obvious that WBB had a
lot of work to do in order to prevent a similar emergency in
the years to come. Consequently WBB sent numerous letters
to national. provindal and municipal authorities, urging them
to ban or restriet the use of diuron. Thanks to this lobbying
campaign, diuron has never caused serious problems since.
Case3
On 3 November 1993 several braadcasting stations
reported a laak in a gasoline pipeline in the vicinity of Maas-

dam. but no further details wcrc gM!n flus report .1lr:rt!~'J a
technica! assrstant of WBB. who starled to m~ke enrw11oe:;
the next day. At around 9 p.m. it becamc r::tcar to hun that
the gasoline :;pill threatencd a vital, 01800mm tran5port
pipcline of WBB. He immediately reported th·~· to thP. pro
duetion manager on duty and a crisis team was ~onvened
ne~t morning. The team decided that the tollowmg J1110rtty
actions had tobetaken.
• to conduct a sampling campaign at the site ol thc, sptll
and at the end of the WBB pipeline;
• toseek advicc on thc pcrmeabihty of the rubhm jointsol
this concreto pipeline:
• to summon the ownnr ol the gasoline pipelinc to relraio
lrom ections that might jcopardise the interesis of WBB:
and
• to make all necessary preparations lor rapid remedial
action (e.g.laying ol bypass around polluted sitel.
The results lrom the sampling campaign revealed that the
pipeline was practically immersed in gasoline over a distance
of almast lOOm, but that no pollutants had entered the
pipalino yet. On 21 February 1994 the crisis team held its
22nd end last meeting. lt concluded that the indecisiveness
of the third parties involved in the cleanup operatien could be
toleraled no Jonger and that romedial action had to be taken
without delay. Alter a short period of preparations WBB inter·
rupted the water transport through the pipeline lor several
days and a contractor enhanced 15 rubber joints with gasoline-resistani EDPM-rubber soals on the inside of the pipeline.
The tota1 costs of this oparation were about NLG 500000
($200000), which WBB has claimed as damegos (lollowing
an intermediale agreement in 1996. NLG 200000 has been
paid, but WBB upholds its claims lor the remaining suml. The
short interruption of the water supply had no impact on the
drinking water supply of the Rotterdam region, thanks to the
redundancy systems of the receiving water company.

6 Concluslon
The representative cases discussed above testify that the
crisis management system of WBB is an indispensable tooi
to guarantee the uninterrupted supply of high-quality reservoir water lor drinking water production. Although only
minor adjustments were needed in the past couple of vears,
WBB is fully aware of the tact that crisis management is an
iterative process, because no emergency is an exact match
of the previous one. The existing crisis management system
must be evaluated regularly, in order to find out whether it is
still adequate or noL Real life is strenger than theory, alter
all, and rules that seemed appropriate in the past may turn
out to be inadequate in the future. In other words. crisis
management needs to be flexible in time. lt should be
equally flexible in place. since there is no universally valid
crisis management model. Crisis management ought to be
tailored to the needs of each particular water utility, but of
course this does not imply lhat we cannot leam from the
experiences (painful or otherwise) of our colleagues in other
nations or sectors of the water industry.
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